Lift production in the hovering hummingbird
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Aerodynamic theory and empirical observations of animals flying at similar Reynolds numbers (Re) predict that airflow over hummingbird wings will be dominated by a stable, attached leading edge vortex (LEV). In insects exhibiting similar kinematics, when the translational movement of the wing ceases (as at the end of the downstroke), the LEV is shed and lift production decreases until the energy of the LEV is re-captured in the subsequent half-cycle translation. We here show that while the hummingbird wing is strongly influenced by similar sharp-leading-edge aerodynamics, leading edge vorticity is inconsistent, varying from 0.7 to 26 per cent (mean 16%) of total lift production, is always generated within 3 mm of the dorsal surface of the wing, showing no retrograde (trailing to leading edge) flow, and does not increase from proximal to distal wing as would be expected with a conical vortex (class III LEV) described for hawkmoths. Further, the bound circulation is not shed as a vortex at the end of translation, but instead remains attached and persists after translation has ceased, augmented by the rotation (pronation, supination) of the wing that occurs between the wing-translation half-cycles. The result is a near-continuous lift production through wing turn-around, previously unknown in vertebrates, able to contribute to weight support as well as stability and control during hovering. Selection for a platform suited to creating this unique flow and nearly-uninterrupted lift production throughout the wingbeat cycle may help explain the relatively narrow hummingbird wing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Small animals flying at low Re numbers (<5000) have been shown to employ aerodynamic mechanisms different from larger animals or machines. The results of dynamic robotic simulations of insects such as fruit flies (Re = 120) and hawkmoths (Re = 5000) have shown that these animals present their wings at high angles of attack, generate conditions of dynamic stall over their wings, and are thereby capable of generating lift coefficients higher than those resulting from low angle of attack and more typical laminar flow over larger aerofoils (Ellington et al. 1996; Willmott et al. 1997; Dickinson et al. 1999; Bomphrey et al. 2005, 2006). These studies also show that some insects employ wing rotation to generate lift during wing turn-around (Dickinson et al. 1999), and that the circulation of the leading edge vortex (LEV), shed at the end of the wing half-cycle, can be re-captured in the subsequent reversing half cycle. The flow characteristics over this Re range include the establishment of a stable LEV over the upper surface of the wing that flows axially away from the wing root and merges into the tip vortex wake (Willmott et al. 1997) or may be continuous over the dorsal body of the insect (Bomphrey et al. 2005). In any case, key to the use of LEVs as lift mechanisms is that they are stable enough to remain attached to the wing for the period of wing translation, rather than be shed into the wake, as is the case when a more typical aerofoil loses lift after it stalls. It has been suggested that persistent LEVs are made possible by the intrinsically more stable flows at low Re numbers, and that this mechanism may therefore be available to only small fliers (Birch et al. 2004; Lehmann 2004; Ellington 2006).

While employing wing kinematics during hovering strikingly similar to that of insects (Weis-Fogh 1972; Tobalske et al. 2007), hummingbirds present their wings at lower angles of attack (Tobalske et al. 2007) and operate at sufficiently high Re numbers (Re ≈ 7000; using a wingtip speed of 14 m s⁻¹ and an average wing chord of 0.01 m as characteristic length) that it is unclear whether the flow characteristics over their wings should be similar to that of insects, although a recent study of bats flying at similar Re showed that larger fliers may also take advantage of leading edge vorticity (Muijres et al. 2008). Further, although the long-axis wing rotation between the half-cycles of hummingbirds has been shown to produce useful aerodynamic force in robotic simulations of insect flight, the aerodynamic properties of this phase of the wing cycle have never been documented in a hummingbird, or any live animal. We hypothesized that both LEVs and rotational circulation mechanisms could be available to hummingbirds, being intermediate in size and mass to insects and bats and other birds. We here use particle image velocimetry (PIV) to observe the cross-sectional (two-dimensional) flow characteristics over the wings of hovering hummingbirds throughout the wingbeat cycle (electronic supplementary material, figure 1).
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

(a) Particle image velocimetry  
We sampled the near-field (1–50 mm from the surface of the wing) flow over the wings of rufous hummingbirds (Selasphorus rufus, n = 7; mean ± s.d. mass = 3.3 ± 0.1 g) as they hovered in a bottomless 60 × 60 × 85 cm Plexiglas cube. The birds were trained to fly to a feeder (1 ml syringe containing a 20% sucrose solution), the placement of which was manipulated to allow two-dimensional sampling of four chord sections at 1 cm intervals, from 2 cm from the wing root to the wingtip during downstroke and from 3 cm to the wingtip during upstroke. Our PIV system is manufactured by LaVision Inc, with recording and analysis accomplished using DaVis (v. 7.1). We used a dual cavity pulsed 50 mJ ND:YAG laser to illuminate a flow field of approximately 3 mm thick, with planar dimensions spanning from 5 cm above to 5 cm below the wing. The air was seeded with submicron-sized particles of olive oil vapour, generated using a Laskin nozzle at a rate of 7 × 10¹⁰ particles s⁻¹. Particle illumination was recorded using a 1376 × 1040 pixel CCD camera. To calculate velocity, a cross-correlation with adaptive multipass was employed; this method correlates within areas beginning at 64 × 64 pixel and decreasing to 16 × 16 pixel with 50 per cent overlap. For some images, a sliding background (scale length, 2 pixels) was used to subtract feather reflection from the raw image. A correlation peak error of 0.1 pixel, and average particle separation in the wake of 12 pixels, produced 1 per cent error (Raffel et al. 2002; Spedding et al. 2003a,b); combined with optical distortion and particle–fluid fidelity error, our observed measurement error is 2.3 ± 0.5% (Raffel et al. 2002). Simultaneous digital video (500 fps; Photron PCI 1024), taken from directly above the bird, allowed synchronization of PIV images with wing kinematics.

(b) Circulation and weight support  
We calculated circulation (\( \Gamma \), m² s⁻¹) from planar flow field images (n = 120) at 1 cm intervals from the wing root to the tip (figure 1a,b; electronic supplementary material, figure 2). Circulation, representing the strength of the lift-producing vortex created by translational wing movement, was calculated as line integral of velocity along a closed-loop, circular profile through the flow field around the aerofoil chord section (figure 1a,b; Finnemore & Franzini 2003):

\[
\Gamma_{\text{bound}} = \int_{C} V_{xy} \, dl \cos \theta, 
\]

where \( dl \) is the path segment length, \( \theta \) is the difference between the direction and the airflow direction in the \( xy \) plane, and \( V_{xy} \) is the velocity of the airflow in the \( xy \) plane. We present data from the most thoroughly sampled 4 cm wing section, which showed greatest mean circulation of the span sections (electronic supplementary material, figure 2). Within a given reference frame, the direction of downstroke circulation was opposite to that of upstroke—that is, if the calculated downstroke circulation was positive, the calculated upstroke circulation was negative. The sign of circulation is nothing more than a result of an arbitrary reference frame, and we henceforth omit it, presenting circulation data as nothing more than a result of an arbitrary reference frame.

In the distal wing, feathers were translucent to laser light, allowing near-complete illumination and description of the flow field around the wing chord. In images where shadows obscured portions (average ± s.d. = 13.6 ± 7% of the profile) of the vector field, especially in the more proximal wing, linear interpolation was used to fill velocity values (figure 1b). We limited our analysis to views where the chord of the wing was parallel to the camera and laser plane. We tested whether observed \( \Gamma_{\text{bound}} \) was sufficient to support the body weight by comparing \( \Gamma_{\text{bound}} \) to circulation required (\( \Gamma_{c} = W T \rho S \)), where \( W \) is body weight (in N), \( T \) is time per wingbeat (in s), \( \rho \) is air density and \( S \) is the projected horizontal area (in m²) swept by the two wings (Spedding et al. 2003a,b).

We also computed the strength of the vorticity (\( \omega_{z} \), s⁻¹) on the upper surface of the wing—the so-called LEV, from post-processed vector fields using a median filter, then computing \( \omega_{z} \) by \( \int d\omega_{z}/dx \). Background \( \omega_{z} \) measured 2–3 cm outside the

**Figure 1.** (a) Example of an \( x \)-sectional two-dimensional flow field around the wing (black line highlights chord \( x \)-section) 4 cm from the wing root of a hovering hummingbird at mid-upstroke (wing position 6; figure 4). The red circle is the profile path around the wing from which circulation was calculated. (b) Velocity data (\( V_x, V_y \)) from the above profile, and the calculation of circulation (\( \Gamma_{\text{bound}} \)). Portions of the velocity profiles above the grey line (here, 8% of the profile) were linear interpolations replacing anomalous/absent vectors resulting from the wing shadow preventing accurate particle tracking. Dorsal vorticity is not reported for this image owing to the shadow effects on vector calculation (note spurious vectors and vorticity from poorly tracked particles in the wing shadow forward of the bird. In subsequent images, this vorticity is deleted from the image). Colour bars refer to both the range of vorticity and velocity of air (i.e. vector arrows). Open circles, \( V_x \); filled circles, \( V_y \).
wake structure, was less than 2 per cent of peak \( v \) in the vortex; a 10 per cent mask was applied to eliminate this background noise and allow definition of vortex structures. We integrated this vorticity with respect to area to arrive at circulation for the vortex. The strength of this dorsal, leading edge circulation was compared to the bound circulation on the wing (\( G_{\text{bound}} \)).

3. RESULTS

(a) Bound and LEV circulation during translation

The two-dimensional near-field sectional flow around hummingbird wings shows variable amounts of leading edge vorticity within 2 mm of the upper surface of the wing, but with no retrograde (i.e. towards the direction of wing translation) as described elsewhere for fruit flies, hawkmoths and dragonflies (Willmott et al. 1997; Birch et al. 2004; Bomphrey et al. 2005; figures 1a and 2a,b; see electronic supplementary material, figure 3). Circulation from summed vorticity on the upper surface of the wings during downstroke was far less than that measured for \( G_{\text{bound}} \), ranging between 0.7 and 25.6 per cent (mean = 16%; see electronic supplementary material, figure 4) of \( G_{\text{bound}} \) (figures 3a,b and 4) and between 4.1 per cent and 14.1 per cent (mean = 7%) during upstroke. This dorsal vorticity is small compared with that measured in bats, where the summed vorticity on the upper surface of the wing represented 40 per cent of the circulation required for body support (Muijres et al. 2008).

Flow below the wing is highly influenced by suction around the sharp leading edge, with retrograde flows below the wings originating at approximately half-chord. The resulting bound circulation, measured using the line-integral method, during downstroke was in close agreement (4% greater) with our previously measured circulation calculated from summed vorticity shed into the far-field wake (Warrick et al. 2005), while the upstroke circulation here reported is 32 per cent greater than previously reported. This latter disparity may have been due to viscous decay and/or incomplete sampling of the weaker and more poorly defined upstroke tip vortex in the far-field wake. Nevertheless, our current study supports our earlier finding that the downstroke produces far greater aerodynamic force than the upstroke (mean downstroke circulation = 2.1 ± 0.1 \times upstroke; \( n = 5 \) birds; difference between half-cycle circulation \( t \)-tests \( p < 0.01 \) for all birds), although the disparity was somewhat smaller that previously reported (approx. 3 times) (Warrick et al. 2005). Mindful of the uncertainties in calculating lift forces without directly measuring pressure distribution...
upstroke and starting vortex of downstroke are so close temporally and spatially that they merge into one. In contrast, the vortex shed at the end of downstroke/supination is convected down by the greater downwash of downstroke, and this stopping vortex remains largely distinct from the starting vortex of upstroke (see electronic supplementary material, figures 5 and 6).

(b) Bound and LEV circulation

The LEV above a hummingbird wing is qualitatively different from that observed over the wings of a robotic fruitfly model ($Re = 120$; Birch & Dickinson 2001) and, perhaps, dragonflies ($Re = 4300$; Thomas et al. 2004) and hawkmoths ($Re = 5000$; Bomphrey et al. 2005), which all show stronger flow separation and retrograde or near-retrograde flow above the surface of the wing. Nevertheless, sharp leading edge aerodynamics still dictates flow over hummingbird wings. When the cross section of the aerofoil is thin and the angle of attack is high, the cross-proximity of the stagnation point to the high-velocity air from wing translation creates an extreme velocity and pressure gradient at the leading edge. In smaller insects, the resulting low pressure area at the leading edge is sufficient to produce retrograde flow and an attached vortex well above the leading edge of the wing. Our interpretation of the two-dimensional flow field over hummingbird wings is that the low pressure at the sharp leading edge (approx. 0.5 mm) of the wing strongly influences lift production by drawing air around from far beneath the ventral surface of the wing and creating a nearly laminar bound circulation able to almost completely circumscribe the small wing chord—a bound circulation we estimate to be more than sufficient for lift support.

Although we did not attempt to quantify spanwise flow, it is possible that a conical LEV, out-of-plane to our PIV images, spirals outward towards the wingtips as has been seen in the hawthmoth (Willmott et al. 1997). However, given the flow fields typical at the 4 cm slice.

4. DISCUSSION

(a) The wake of a hovering hummingbird

Our results help explain the far-field wake previously reported for hovering hummingbirds (Warrick et al. 2005; see electronic supplementary material, figures 5 and 6). Only after translational downstroke begins is the circulation from upstroke/pronation shed, with measured circulation in this shed vortex being indistinguishable from the bound circulation of upstroke/pronation measured an instant before (figure 4b). The far-field wake shows only one shed vortex produced at the upstroke/downstroke transition; the stopping vortex of upstroke and starting vortex of downstroke are so close temporally and spatially that they merge into one. In contrast, the vortex shed at the end of downstroke/supination is convected down by the greater downwash of downstroke, and this stopping vortex remains largely distinct from the starting vortex of upstroke (see electronic supplementary material, figures 5 and 6).

(b) Bound circulation during long-axis rotation

Remarkably, the pattern of flow from the lower surface around the leading edge to the upper surface, continued well-beyond the end of half-cycle translation, and circulation during long-axis rotation (pronation, supination) was at least equal to that measured during the immediately preceding translation. Using the mean positional circulation for each bird, circulation during mid-to-late downstroke was statistically indistinguishable from that measured during supination (0.133 versus 0.131; $p = 0.44$; $n = 3$ and 2 birds, respectively), and circulation during mid-to-late upstroke was significantly lower than that during pronation (0.058 versus 0.067; $p = 0.04$; $n = 5$ and 3 birds, respectively). Overall, we estimate that a hovering hummingbird will experience only a brief (approx. 2 ms; 16% of wingbeat cycle) interruption in lift production as circulation is reversed at the beginning of each translation half-cycle.

Figure 4. Absolute value of the bound circulation $I_{\text{bound}}$ and circulation from leading-edge vorticity ($I_{\text{LEV}}$; in parentheses) around the 4 cm $x$-section throughout the wingbeat cycle. Not all birds were sampled at every position. Mid-downstroke circulation was significantly ($p < 0.05$) higher than mid-upstroke in all birds (rh20, d.f. = 5; rh23, d.f. = 4; rh26, d.f. = 3) for which both positions were measured. Birds sampled: $\times$, rh18; diamonds, rh22; triangles, rh23; vertical line through $\times$, rh25; solid circles, rh26; open circles, rh27.

(Dabiri 2005), the observed bound circulation ($I_{\text{bound}}$) at the 4 cm section through the wingbeat cycle provided an estimated 112 per cent of the lift needed for weight support (figure 3a).
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(figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, figure 3), our interpretation is that the flow field is dominated by the bound vortex, and that the vorticity on the upper surface of the wing has no structure independent of the bound vortex. Only three-dimensional PIV will fully resolve this issue.

Because 80+ per cent of the leading edge of a hummingbird wing is formed from the thin primary flight feathers (compared to 50–70% for other birds; Videler 2006), it is particularly suited to generating this type of flow. Interestingly, the leading edge of a swift wing is also largely (~70%; D. R. Warrick 1997, unpublished data) formed by the primaries, and leading edge vortices have been observed on models of their wings (Videler et al. 2004), although the flexed presentation of these wings makes comparisons with hummingbirds difficult. Nevertheless, data from spinning propellers emulating hummingbird wings (B. W. Tobalske and D. R. Warrick 2008, unpublished data) indicate that even a slight increase in leading edge thickness results in a dramatic reduction in lift, suggesting that minimizing the thick leading edge of the proximal wing is critical to the performance of hummingbird aerofoils.

(c) Wing rotation

The bound circulation on the hummingbird wing allows aerodynamic force production to continue through wing turnaround (figure 3b), with circulation maintained during long-axis wing rotation at the ends of the half cycles. How this force is used by the animal during hovering is unknown, but it is reasonable to hypothesize that this uninterrupted aerodynamic force production is a useful biomechanical resource with regard to weight support as well as control and stability during hovering.

There is no evidence from our results that long-axis rotation causes or augments bound circulation as it is hypothesized to do in insects (Dickinson et al. 1999; Lehmann 2004; figure 4a). While there is some evidence that pronation augments circulation at the end of the weaker upstroke (figure 4), we could find no evidence of ‘starting’ vorticity shed in the wake, as would be required if circulation were increased by wing rotation. Rather than a mechanism for creating additional bound circulation, then, the long-axis rotation used by hummingbirds may simply be sustaining bound circulation long enough to prevent vortex shedding at the end of translation, thus making wing turn-around as aerodynamically seamless as possible. Previous kinematic analyses indicate that this wing rotation occurs symmetrically between the end/beginning of the half strokes (Tobalske et al. 2007); that is, it is initiated slightly before the end of translation, and ends slightly after the beginning of the opposite translation. Thus, along with the apparent lack of wake shedding/re-capture and smooth transition from translational to rotational lift, much of wing turn-around may be free of the spiked peaks in lift production observed in robotic simulations of insect flight (Dickinson et al. 1999; Lehmann 2004), perhaps thereby facilitating the animal’s ability to hold position at a nectar source.

In any case, the ability of a wing to rotationally induce and sustain bound circulation without vortex shedding may hinge on matching the geometry of the rotating chord to the geometry of the bound circulation; for a hummingbird, the rotation of the wing chord can occur within the same dimensions as the nearly-circular bound circulation from translation. This unique interaction between wings and air may help explain the wing-size paradox of hummingbirds: while committed to the most expensive form of flight (hovering; Tobalske et al. 2003), a flight regime where low wing loading should be favoured (Norberg & Rayner 1987), they posses relatively small wing area and average wing length (indicating small average wing chord; Greenwalt 1962). The flows observed here suggest that there may be dimensional restrictions for aerofoils able to exploit this mechanism, and studies of larger species may reveal the upper bounds of the aerodynamic grey area so deftly occupied by hummingbirds.
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